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Abstract

This article examines development policies in the fight against inequalities and global justice using alternative and critical theories, establishing connections between the capitalist system and development policies as a social phenomenon inherent to it and analysing if these policies can address their abstract motivations and goals of justice and equality. The general findings of the article suggest that development policies contribute to the intensive and extensive expansion of capitalism as an instrument to impose and never confront Western economic interests. Moreover, the concepts of charity discourse and development imperative are introduced as the ideological foundations of development policies, which serve both to extend the idea that the struggle against inequalities and injustice generated by the capitalist system can and must be resolved within the framework of this system and as a device of social control and hegemony production from Western societies to the rest of the world.
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Introduction

This article examines development policies in the fight against inequalities and global justice from an alternative and critical perspective. If there is one area of policy that talks about global justice most prominently, it is development cooperation, a field which aims at diverse objectives such as ending hunger, achieving gender equality, and ending economic and social inequalities: in short, achieving “development”. Historically, through these policies it has been claimed that these goals would be achieved in a relatively short period of time and, as argued in this article, without changing the economic structure.

In contrast to many studies focused on the quantitative measurement of the impact of these policies and those that place development policies as an isolated social phenomenon, barely related to capitalism and its economic and ideological interests, this article aims to establish connections between the capitalist system and development policies as a social phenomenon inherent in it.

Therefore, the article briefly examines whether the objectives and means of development policies are really based on abstract motivations such as “development” itself, fighting economic and social inequalities, discriminations and injustice at the global level, or are more influenced by clear and precise economic and ideological interests that clash with those motivations.

To this end, the article structures the analysis in three sections: the first one is devoted to a brief review of the literature regarding international aid, identifying the main problems and gaps. The second and principal section seeks to reposition the debate on development policies as a social phenomenon inherent to the capitalist system, with the aim of determining whether development policies really fight against global inequalities and injustice through examining the economic and ideological dimensions of these policies. The third section will focus on analysing alternative paths with respect to development policies under the idea of global justice. Finally, conclusions and paths for future research will be offered.

Critical and alternative theoretical perspectives, specifically Marxism and decolonial theories, will guide this article. As this is a conceptual and explanatory analysis of development policies, Marxism will help to frame the discussion, offering theoretical and methodological tools to examine the economic components on which these policies are based and their function in global capitalism as well as to analyse the dominant ideology behind the development discourse. Decolonial theories will provide valuable insights on the role of Western development policies through the notions of coloniality of power, knowledge and being, through the imposition of ideas, institutions and practices absolutely unconnected to the reality and the background of
impoverished countries, with the objective of maintaining a (neo)colonial control through these policies.

In this sense, the methodology used for this article relies on the use of the Marxist approach on dialectic, which, together with the theoretical framework provided by Marxism and decolonial studies, will enable the alternative and critical analysis of development policies. The use of Marxist dialectic as a methodological guide is particularly useful for the conceptual analysis of these policies as it provides methodological tools to frame the subject of study within the framework of a specific social totality by identifying and tracking the connections with other economic, political and ideological phenomena that influence development policies, and, at the same time, are also influenced by them (Kosík 1967). These links are set as a result of the analysis, which means that any apriorism must be avoided (Marx 1975a, 19-20) when it comes to determining other causes for why development policies exist and how they function in the framework of the capitalist system.

For this purpose, primary and secondary sources are used. As for primary sources, original mainstream literature on development policies and studies of the key theoreticians of Marxism and of the decolonial studies are employed to provide the theoretical grounds for the analysis as well as for the identification of the links between these policies and the functioning logic of the capitalist system. As for secondary sources, studies in the field of development and statistical sources of the main organisations related to development policies are analysed.

The general conclusions of the article suggest that development policies are not so much about the urgent need to fight against injustice and inequalities. On the economic level, they contribute to the expansion of capitalism by complementing - and never confronting - the economic policies of Western countries. Meanwhile, on the ideological level, development policies in general act as a device for social control and hegemony production by which Western societies seek to dominate the rest of the world.

**Current debate: Abstractions, lack of analysis, hackneyed roads and sterile evidence**

*Abstractions and lack of analysis of the causes that generate global inequalities and injustice*

Nearly every decade since the Second World War, a new paradigm on development has been established (Escobar 2005, 18). Each change has blamed the previous paradigm for the ineffectiveness of these policies, for the unsolved vices and abiding problems, and consequently new instruments have been suggested and some sectors have been strengthened at the expense
of others. These policy changes are always accompanied by a modulation in the official discourse of development, in accordance with continuous variations in the dominant ideology.

These policy reversals have been made through two channels: academic discussion and empirical evidence about the results of development policies. The idea of development has been theorised and then modified by Western scholars from the stages of development established by Millikan and Rostow (2015) during the 1950s to the Human Development and Capabilities Approach and ‘Sustainable Development’ promulgated by Amartya Sen (PNUD 2011) since the late 1980s. These changes have been made not only because of the evidence that development policies had poor results but also due to the socio-economic and political world transformations, such as the (political) decolonisation of the impoverished countries, the demise of the socialist bloc, the so-called ‘globalisation’, the securitisation of foreign aid or the increase of migratory flows.

A reading of the most relevant texts on development since 1945 suggests that a lack of analysis exists on the root causes of poverty and inequalities and that the analysis that does exist is full of abstract definitions. This article takes the definition of development set out by the Agenda for Development of the United Nations as a starting point to enable the construction of an alternative and critical analysis of what development policies are. The Agenda defines ‘development’ as a “multidimensional undertaking to achieve a higher quality of life for all people”, with references to the economic and social development and environmental protection made through “sustained economic growth”, “democracy, respect for all human rights and fundamental freedoms” as well as “the empowerment of women” (UN 1997, 1-2). Similarly, in the Resolution of the General Assembly of the UN in 2015 about the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, we find proclamations of justice, prosperity, peace, ethics and vague references to what development means as well as great declarations such as “leaving no one left behind” (UN 2015b).

In these texts, the Western idea of “global justice” emerges. Dubois (2000, 8-14) notes that the ‘ethical element’ of development cooperation turns out to be eventually subordinate or subject to the economic interests of donors; the most obvious consequence is that what is called ‘solidarity’ ends up being ‘a modern charity’.

Most of these analyses, in short, are incomplete or undetailed, carried out from the Western point of view, full of abstractions and deeply normative pseudo-definitions. Some of the reasons will be presented throughout this article.

---

5 In addition to these texts, it is worth reading Truman (2015), Nussbaum (2015), and in general the OECD and UN Declarations on development over the last decades. Especially relevant to understanding the terminological evolution of development studies is Absell’s work (2014) on the lexicon of development.
Hackneyed roads and sterile evidence

Most development studies focus on a number of issues of some relevance, but they are constantly repeated. These debates generate some change but above all show evidence about the problems that have affected development policies for decades.

Among the main points of the current debate that serve the objectives of the article is firstly the impact of foreign aid, a central aspect for evaluating development policies and the relevance (or irrelevance) of these policies. The main studies carried out so far (Alonso et al. 2011, Clemens et al. 2012, Minoiu and Reddy 2010, Arndt et al. 2015) present contradictory evidence: some studies highlight a positive relationship between development policies and the growth of impoverished countries, mainly with regard to the increase of capacities, investment and government resources. These studies disagree on whether there is a positive impact in the short or long term and on whether this relative impact has the same effect on countries with a greater or lesser dependence on aid. A second group of studies, such as those by Dalgaard et al. (2004), Rajan and Subramanian (2008) have not been able to establish reliable relationships between development policies and economic growth (Alonso 2014, 174). Finally, there is a group of authors, such as Djankov et al. (2008) and Moss et al. (2006), who have shown the direct negative result of development policies. Doucouliagos and Paldam (2010) perform a meta-analysis of more than 105 studies in this regard and find that the aid has negative effects on saving and investment and a positive but almost neutral effect on growth. Of all these studies, it cannot be affirmed that development policies have a clear, large, long-term and sustainable positive impact on the “development” of impoverished countries, even less in the most deprived ones.

A longstanding discussion in development studies is about aid effectiveness. There are some authors (Easterly 2015, Moyo 2011) who base their analysis on the consequences and not on the causes of social and economic inequalities, who defend that aid should be more limited and focus on capability-building actions in ‘developing countries’ instead of providing them with solutions.

Other hegemonic studies (e.g. Sachs 2015) as well as the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the OECD, claim that more aid flows are needed, based both on the needs of the impoverished countries and on a better division of labour among donors (harmonisation). There are also studies that call for greater involvement of the impoverished “partners”, in alignment with the needs of these countries to improve the effectiveness of aid (Freres and Novales 2016).

Finally, there are authors who think that aid should be “ditched”, arguing that it is the market and trade that will make development possible (Engel 2014), while Acemoglu and
Robinson (2012) continue grounding their analysis on the consequences and not on the causes, blaming the underdevelopment of the vast majority of countries and people in the world to factors such as the existence of weak institutions, the harassment of free competition, the lack of technologies or incentives for investment as if the institutions or technology were the inventors of the economic system and not the expression of its needs and functioning.

Although these discussions have generated some changes in the development policies, as indicated by Alonso et. al (2011), these studies could be characterised as self-referential, lacking a transdisciplinary approach that would explain the roots, causes and effects of these policies, and promoting capitalism “as the only path out of poverty” (Engel 2014, 1375).

Some conclusions about the current discussion on development policies

The fact is that the same issues have been discussed for decades, with very little theoretical ground or tangible and sustainable results. Some inequalities are temporarily reduced, others grow while many others are not taken into account. The ever-present impression that all advances can be lost if the economic situation changes should be considered a warning sign that lead us to think that these studies are missing the point. The problems on which development policies are intended to address are not solved in the current economic framework while the real factors that generate inequality and injustices in the world are overlooked. In this line, Sogge (2004, 63) states that these discussions are in fact “a theatre of shadows”, which serves to simplify the causes of global inequalities or to hide them.

The following sections will attempt to point out new insights of research in this regard, concisely offering a new framework of analysis of development policies from the point of view of Marxism and decolonial studies and introducing concepts such as charity discourse and development imperative as the ideological foundations of development policies.

Repositioning the debate: Development policies as an inherent phenomenon of the capitalist system

The economic dimension of development policies: Contribution to the extensive and intensive expansion of capitalism

To understand the relative importance of development policies and international aid in the economic scope, both must be characterised as social processes inherent to the capitalist system. This topic has not been sufficiently addressed by development studies, and in general it has been superficially covered, mainly by some authors related to Marxism and decolonial studies. In this way, Maestro and Martínez (2012, 814) place development cooperation “as an integral part of the global economic structure, and therefore inseparable from the structure and domination
dynamics of the global capitalist mode of production, distribution, circulation and consumption, over any other forms of production and reproduction in the world”.

Development should be intended in this sense as the development of the capitalist system. In economic terms, this means that development policies respond to the necessity of the capitalist system to consolidate extensively and intensively “the integration of territories, individuals and activities in the sphere of global capitalism” (Maestro and Martínez 2012, 816); and, on a secondary level, to the alleviation of the inequalities that the system generates by its own dynamics.

Without going into too much detail on the mechanisms of operation of the capitalist mode of production (which far exceeds the objectives of this article), when it comes to studying development policies, it is worth mentioning several concepts on which global capitalism is founded and which may help to explain the extensive and intensive growth of this system, in which development plays a relatively relevant role.

The first notion is the general law of capitalist accumulation. Marx, in his work Capital, demonstrated that capitalism bases its function on the appropriation of surplus value generated by workers, due to the private ownership of the means of production. This surplus value, that is the generation of capital from the activity of workers, is used for capital accumulation either through the purchase of labour power or means of production, which will be used to reproduce not only goods but also to ensure social order under a network of institutions and practices (Marx 1975a). Under this law, the accumulation does not cease, which partly explains, on the one hand, the interminable expansion of capital on an international scale, thanks to the generated surplus value and the need to place the generated stock in the market, and on the other hand, the growing proletarianisation of the world population, which has been gradually introduced into the capitalist mode of production for centuries.

Another critical concept refers to ‘primitive’ accumulation or accumulation by dispossession. The genesis and subsequent development of the capitalist system is characterised by a process of appropriation and usurpation of lands, monopolisation and concentration of capital, transformation of non-capitalist property into capitalist, and in general, the process by which the means of production have passed to private hands (Marx 1975a, 894-896). This process began in Europe in the 14th century and has spread ever since throughout the world, regardless of any other mode of production and social structure that has ever existed. It is important to mention that this process has not concluded and that it is never peaceful (among other factors, because of the class struggle of the people who are affected by this process, and who sometimes manage to reverse it).
This process of accumulation means, on the one hand, an extensive expansion of the capitalist system geographically, which means destroying other modes of production and social structures; and, on the other hand, an intensive expansion, which means reaching all possible productive sectors or using low-wage workforce. It is, therefore, an essential process for the reproduction of the capitalist system and what explains its international dimension since the beginning of the 16th century.

The international division of labour between centres, peripheries and semi-peripheries, which makes up what has been called the world-system approach (Wallerstein 2012), are crucial phenomena related to development policies, as it expresses the social structures formed from the early times of the capitalist system and it is intimately linked to the process of economic and cultural colonisation (Castro-Gómez and Grosfoguel 2007, 13).

This world-system approach, directly derived from black Marxism schemes, and further theorised by Western authors like Wallerstein (2000), is useful to analyse and explain several current trends in the system: 1) the accumulation of capital on a global scale; 2) the generation of a growing (extensive) proletarianisation and a sexual (Federici 2016) and racial (Quijano 2001) division of labour, with consequently different remunerations based on gender and race; and 3) the creation of extended global commodity chains, where most of the exchanges take place. This determines what the centres of the system are, that is, where the end of the production chains, controlled by transnational companies, is located; the semi-peripheries, which are increasingly controlling the intermediate processes and some initial chains; and the peripheries, where production chains originate (Wallerstein 2012, 18-25).

On this basis, one of the main proposals of this article is that development policies and international aid should be framed in the logics and changes of the capitalist system. In this sense, some of the main characteristics of development policies and development cooperation at a global level can be briefly noted. Firstly, development policies in general and development cooperation in particular contribute to the continuous process of global capital accumulation. In order to ensure its intensive and extensive expansion, the capitalist system has to continue with the process of opening markets that were not incorporated into the global production chains and thus try to reduce the effects of the tendency of the profit rate to fall which thereby increases the proletarianisation of social strata (Wallerstein 2012, 17-18).

The contributions of development policies to this process are several, mainly: 1) through the application of financial instruments such as microcredits, business development services, the promotion of industrial and mining policies, the introduction of new agricultural techniques and the extension of agribusiness; or 2) by keeping the control of technologies to implement certain
basic services, such as water supply and sanitation, infrastructures, energy and renewal sources, health, among many others.

Secondly, populations that had non-capitalist modes of production have been introduced to the system through — among others means — development policies in recent decades. This process has been far from peaceful and consensual; on the contrary, it has been the consequence of the imposition of structural adjustment policies since the late 1980s, driven by major development funders, such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and even the UN (Federici 2016, 73).

Moreover, development policies are carried out mainly by the central countries of the capitalist world-economy and by some of the semi-peripheral countries but based on different dynamics. This is particularly true for development aid, in which the DAC countries define what official development aid (ODA) is, which sectors to promote and which approach should be given to ODA. Development policies are, therefore, developed by Western countries almost exclusively.

It is important to underline that development policies are subject to the economic policies of the core countries and their priorities, despite the search for a ‘policy harmonisation’ that is never achieved. As Sogge indicates (2017, 32), the fact that “many donor policies imposed in the name of equitable development have generated unimpressive and even counter-productive effects (such as weakening public management and services)” has had, on the other hand, benefits for those that have taken control of those sectors, namely transnational companies but also NGOs, social enterprises and foundations.

Ultimately, development policies seek to reverse the inequalities generated by the expansion of the capitalist system on a global scale, but in no case do they achieve this. Although the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) seek to literally put an end to poverty and hunger in the world by 2030, the latest study on inequality by Oxfam (2019) draws attention to the unbridled increase in inequality in terms of income since 1980, at the beginning of the neoliberal era of capitalism. Nowadays only 26 people in the world have the same wealth as 50% of the population (Oxfam 2019, 28), and the vast majority of people who have been lifted from poverty in the recent decades come from China, India and Southeast Asia, while poverty has increased in sub-Saharan Africa since 2013. It seems clear, therefore, that if development policies are subordinated to the economic trends of the capitalist system, their declared aim of reducing poverty and inequalities is unlikely to be reached.

All that has been mentioned so far allows us to point out, on the one hand, that the capitalist system generates asymmetries on a global scale due to its own dynamics, causing
inhuman economic, political, social, gender and ethno-racial inequalities; and, on the other hand, that development policies, as a specific process framed in the capitalist system, contribute to these trends rather than reverse them. Capitalism is indeed always developing. However, it is an ‘unequal development’, which, as indicated by Maestro and Martínez (2012, 820), generates structural asymmetries between centres and peripheries in terms of extraversion (the export of the capital gains of the global commodities chain towards the Western countries) in obvious contradiction with the idea of generating self-sufficient economies in the peripheries of the world-system, one of the acknowledged objectives of development policies. To detract from this fact is one of the main tasks of the ideological component of development.

**The non-profit industrial complex - Current economic trends in development**

Development policies are not materialised only through international aid. In fact, this is one of the smallest flows, moving around 99,000 million dollars in 2017 by the member countries of the DAC (OECD 2019a). Since the so-called cooperation crisis of the 1990s, other private flows, such as foreign direct investment and trade in general, are the prioritised funding sources for ‘development’, while aid would be requested only in case of market or government ‘failures’.

Development policies are being increasingly privatised. The presence of mechanisms, such as the Aid for Trade or the creation of Global Funds, draw attention to the increasing participation of the large corporations in development aid (Sogge 2017, 30). In fact, both in the 2030 Agenda (UN 2015b) and the last Financing for Development Conference, held in 2015 (UN 2015a), the reference to the need for private funds is almost seen as a requirement, within a context in which the aid given by the DAC member countries is practically stagnant around 0.3 % of their GDP (OECD 2019a), far from the 0.7 % that is considered an appropriate level.

As development policies contribute to the economic expansion of the system, large corporations want to participate. This fact should not be surprising. One of the current dynamics of capitalism in its neoliberal phase is the process of ‘accumulation by dispossession’, by which there is an increasing privatisation and commodification of goods and properties (Harvey 2005, 167), expressed in the return to private hands of sectors and goods that once were in the hands of the States, or under any another mode of production different from the capitalistic one. This process is led by the main economic complexes, that is, the transnational private sector.

However, this accumulation by dispossession is not only directed by private companies. In recent years the concept of non-profit industrial complex has been coined (Rodríguez 2017),

---

6 The crisis refers to the significant decline in proportion of official development assistance (ODA) by the OECD states, as well as the beginning of the debate on the effectiveness of ODA. All this occurred in a context of strong neo-liberalisation of the economy (Washington Consensus) and the subsequent brutal increase in inequalities worldwide (see Perroulaz et. al 2010 and Sotillo 2011, 141-177).
constituted by those who execute the development policies, that is, the large international financial institutions (World Bank, regional development banks, International Monetary Fund), development aid actors (UN, EU, richest countries), private funds for development (mainly through foundations created by the largest transnationals) and NGOs⁷. As Gürcan (2016) argues, this complex is an integral part of the contemporary global capitalist system and is closely linked with the processes of accumulation by dispossession that has intensified since the 1970s, resulting in the privatisation of social services, now managed by so-called non-profit organisations. These services provided by non-profit organisations are more exclusive, volatile and less comprehensive than those previously provided by the State, since they are dependent on external (private) funding (Petras 1998, 13).

In this sense, according to data from OECD (2019b), the NGOs passed from managing 49 million dollars of ODA in 1977 to over $15 billion in 2018, which highlights their increasingly relevant role in this sector. This statement is reinforced by the fact that, by 2010, more than 600 million people in the world had been assisted by an NGO (Barry-Shaw and Jay 2012, 16). Furthermore, the philanthropic foundations born out of the biggest transnational companies “provided USD 23.9 billion for development in 2013-15, or USD 7.96 billion per year on average” to development actions (OECD 2018, 5). Not surprisingly, the majority of foundations and large NGOs are American or European. A brief example that can synthesise the role of development policies in the production and reproduction of the capitalist system is the use of one of the tools fostered by development policies in a country: microcredits in Bangladesh.

Bangladesh in the early 1980s was a poor and dependent country, which was becoming increasingly integrated into the global production chains of the capitalist system. At the beginning of the 1980s, struggles and debates arose among a large part of Bangladeshi society, still mainly dedicated to agriculture, which demanded an agrarian reform, that is, a greater distribution of land and thus an improvement in the living conditions of the peasantry, since it was understood that rural poverty originates from an unequal distribution of land. On the other side, the main development actors (development banks and agencies, OECD, NGOs), defended that peasants’ poverty was due rather to their very limited access to the credit market (Gürcan 2016, 126). This last view was the dominant one.

As a consequence, populations that did not work under capitalist production relations entered the (micro) credit market. This supposed, firstly, that from that moment a good part of their means of production (seeds, instruments) had to be acquired with credits. Secondly, there

---

⁷ LGBTIQ organisations, human rights associations, indigenous groups or other protest movements are not considered here as part of the non-profit complex, for one reason: their main political objectives would have a negative impact on the system, while non-profit organisations actually contribute to its expansion.
was a process of proletarianisation as these peasants became borrowers, since until then they had not integrated into the capitalist system. This proletarianisation meant a migration from the countryside to the city and its industries, which is a factor that contributed to making Bangladesh one of the main nodes in the production of commodities for the world consumption (and therefore, contributed to the continuous process of global capital accumulation).

Remarkably, every year the main development actors support microcredits as a development tool. It is better to finance microcredits than to enact an agrarian reform, which would be accompanied by non-desirable political changes. In this sense, it is estimated that the vast majority of the 2,000 NGOs present in Bangladesh are dedicated to microcredit (Gürcan 2016, 126).

**The ideological dimension: Social control and global hegemony**

If development policies and the non-profit industrial complex are fundamental factors for the expansion of the capitalist system at a global level and the impact of these policies is very low, null or negative in terms of putting an end to inequalities, the question of why there is a generalised assumption that development policies help to combat injustices and inequalities arises. Moreover, why are development policies criticised but at the same time maintained? Studying the ideological factor of development will offer new research ways to respond to these and other issues.

**Ideology and the charity discourse**

Marxist theories argue that ideologies are the expression of a certain historical mode of production in a system of ideas which materialise in laws, politics, social practices, policies and institutions and which are a fundamental element for the reproduction of the system (Gramsci 2017, 222-233). The so-called dominant ideology is the expression of the ideas and interests of the ruling classes and their fractions (Gramsci 2017, 201-203), and takes shape in political, religious, and educational institutions, but also in charity institutions and discourse, an aspect that is an open field in development policies and one that will attract our attention in this article.

As Žižek (2003, 15) points out, through ideology what matters is not so much its specified content as such but how it is functional with respect to relations of social domination, that is, the logic that legitimates the relationship of domination, which always appears hidden in the discourse. This does not mean that there is a discourse outside the discourse, but that there is no neutral descriptive content, since all discourse is at the same time descriptive and argumentative. However, what ideology does is precisely to represent the hegemonic discourse as something neutral, even as something natural. This is one of the distinctive features of the liberal-capitalist ideology and the Modernity project initiated in the sixteenth century (Lander 2000, 6-7). Aspects
such as private ownership and private control over the means of production, Western morality as a universal value or the claim of an objective and neutral science are critical assumptions upon the dominant ideology and hegemonic discourse are built but are at the same time absent or presented implicitly, precisely to hide those parts of the discourse that would be problematic for justifying the domination.

Just as there is a number of institutions dedicated to shaping and implementing development policies (encompassed in the non-profit industrial complex), there is also a specific type of discourse that is channelled through these institutions, which in this article will be referred to as *charity discourse*. This concept allows us, firstly, to identify the main features on which capitalism constructs a domination device under the pretext of charity (not solidarity, which would result in and as a result of more equitable relations). Secondly, it enables us to make an analysis with a historical perspective, comparing how the discourse of charity has been modulated throughout the historical development of capitalism. Since the economic and ideologic dimensions are imbricated, development policies as well as the non-profit industrial complex are the instrumental channels for the central countries to exercise hegemony and impose the dominant ideology through the charity discourse and thereby ensure the reproduction of the system.

Charity discourse, consequently, should not be misled with ideas of development. This discourse precedes the concept of development and includes more social and cultural dimensions than those covered by development policies, which respond to the current logic of the capitalist system. It is very likely that some ideas and practices of development will disappear in the future as they will be substituted by others. But charity discourse, as an ideological device of the capitalist relations of production, is a historical necessity, since these relations produce several harmful effects (poverty, inequality) that must be hidden to ensure the reproduction of the system.

*The development imperative as an expression of the charity discourse*

Development and its variations over the last decades are the *ideological imperative* that unites all the actors that constitute the non-profit industrial complex. But is there any satisfactory characterisation of what development is? Rist (2002, 21) draws attention to the lack of an unequivocal definition of development. Elaborated mainly by the UN or Western think tanks, these aspirational definitions share a normative character and do not express any concrete reality. However, they promote an ideal state that must be reached, since development is a ‘universal’ ambition that all cultures should share.

This imperative is one of the principal current expressions of the charity discourse and it is not entirely new, since it is aligned with the Western idea of progress, very relevant for the
development of the bourgeois-capitalist ideology as well as with Modernity (Mignolo 2007, 26). Development would be a transfiguration of the Western myth of progress, coupled with the idea of charity; overlapping concepts that have been expressed in different ways throughout the development of the capitalist system.

However, reality differs from what is defined as an ideal state that may be reached in the near future, which is the general assumption of what ‘development’ is. In this sense, ideology “does not represent the existing relations of production (or the other relationships that derive therefrom) but above all the (imaginary) relationship of individuals with the relations of production and the other relationships that result from it” (Althusser 2003, 141). Rist’s definition of development points precisely to that direction:

*Development consists of a set of practices, sometimes appearing to conflict with one another, which require—for the reproduction of society—the general transformation and destruction of the natural environment and of social relations. Its aim is to increase the production of commodities (goods and services) geared, by way of exchange, to effective demand* (Rist 2002, 24-29).

This is the definition that we consider most appropriate when it comes to defining development; therefore, it is the one that is adopted in this article. It is important to pause briefly on several aspects of this definition.

Firstly, the definition highlights that development policies’ tools ensure social reproduction. Development can therefore be seen as part of the charity discourse which helps reproduce the capitalist system.

Secondly, anti-capitalist or non-Western social relations are destroyed as a result of these practices, which allows for the extensive and intensive development of capitalism. Similarly, the consequences of the historical development of capitalism and the colonisation of America, Africa and Asia are buried in the official discourse on development.

Lastly, these practices are destructive for the environment, as they are imbricated in the logic of a capitalism which is based on the axiom of interest and profit and not on the management of sustainable resources and production. According to WWF (2018, 22), all the resources that the Earth produces for a year are actually consumed around mid-year which shows the inconsistency of the development imperative with the reality of the system. Despite this contradiction (or because of that), the current general speech has switched to ‘sustainable development’.

Rist sustains that development is a belief which leads us to inscribe it within the current hegemonic capitalist ideology and the charity discourse that catalyses it. A belief is different from ideology because it is a collective certainty beyond all rejoinder, very effective for the reason that
it may be doubted in private but it must be affirmed in public, because it represents a hope (faith) of something better to come although everything points to the opposite. Likewise, belief is also different from ideology because it is not easily refutable, absorbs contradictions more easily, and ultimately because contradictory assumptions can be assumed without questioning the core of the belief (Rist 2002, 32-35).

This belief in development, operating as an ideological imperative, is intimately linked to the ideas of Modernity and progress, present in much of Western thought, which has accompanied the development of the capitalist system over the past centuries. According to Lander (2000, 10), the European capitalist Modernity classifies societies in many ways including the concept of developed and undeveloped societies. This belief naturalises the specific social relations derived from the capitalist system, it does not discuss the origin or conditions of its development, whether capitalist relations are just or unjust or if they generate inequalities.

These ideological processes are imbricated in what decolonial studies termed 'coloniality'. This is very relevant for the charity discourse, development and aid, given that the world-system was constituted not only under the need for global capital accumulation, but also mixed “with the racist, homophobic and sexist discourses of European patriarchy. The international division of labour linked a series of hierarchies of power: ethno-racial, spiritual, epistemic, and gender-based” (Castro-Gómez and Grosfoguel 2007, 19). The decolonial studies claim that these colonialities, expressed in the spheres of power, knowledge and being, have not ended. On the contrary, they remain fully in force and are directly related to development practices (Mignolo 2007, 27).

Characterising the non-Western world as not sufficiently developed, with archaic, premodern societies, and therefore in need of support, justifies the domination of the central States and imperialist logic (Castro-Gómez and Grosfoguel 2007, 14). Development policies cannot be dissociated from this discourse. In this way, the ideology of Modernity and the consequences of the capitalist economy will never be questioned in the current reference texts on development (Mignolo 2007, 25), such as the Sustainable Development Goals. In these documents is favoured to talk about the harmful effects of the system, which development policies are supposed to alleviate. In this sense, progress and development are something natural, applicable to all, universal, inexorable, ineluctable.

**The non-profit industrial complex: the catalyst of the dominant ideology**

As explained above, development policies are aligned and subordinated to the needs of the capitalist system. In the ideological realm, the non-profit industrial complex, constituted by numerous actors, such as the UN, the OECD, the EU, economic fora such as the G20,
foundations and NGOs, acts as the catalyst for charity discourse, an ideological device that operates globally, channelling the dominant ideology into concrete actions through these actors. Its aim is to convey the idea that it is an ethical imperative of the West to help the neediest countries, without questioning why they are poor, and hiding several facts. These facts include the following: 1) the capitalist mode of production is the one which generates those inequalities; 2) the institutions that finance development policies and actions ensure, in the first place, the global economic interests of the system; 3) Western countries, as the central States in the world-system, are actually responsible for the impoverishment of the peripheral and semi-peripheral countries; 4) development policies use the pretext of aid, and even solidarity, as abstract defences to extend the economic, political and cultural domination of the West; and 5) development policies will not succeed in ending inequalities.

In this way, Rodríguez (2017, 22) argues that this complex is “the set of symbiotic relationships that link together political and financial technologies of the state and owning-class proctorship and surveillance over public political intercourse”, mainly against leftist social movements.

In this non-profit industrial complex, there is a symbiotic relationship between foundations, NGOs, companies and the State. This is particularly clear in the case of NGOs, mainly financed by the State and companies in exchange for implementing social services previously carried out by the State – at a major cost (in the case of the central countries) - or not implemented at all (in peripheral and semi-peripheral countries). The work of NGOs is carried out under the conditions established by the donors in the sectors and countries that establish the calls, implicitly or explicitly accepting the conditions, approaches, principles and values of those who finance the services or projects.

In the neoliberal era, the system rewards foundations and NGOs above other organisations with a more explicit anti-system purpose, with the political objective of taking control of the state to make structural changes. In this scenario, NGOs have come to manage dissent, dissidence or desire for social change (Choudry and Shragge 2011, 507). Therefore, injustices and political issues are managed through organisations with no intention of fighting against established powers – because they are funded by them. As a result, their actions are far from endangering the economic or social relations of the capitalist system. On the contrary, they contribute to maintaining and spreading the hegemonic discourse and ideology, while increasing professionalisation and depoliticisation of the NGOs (Choudry and Shragge 2011, 506).

Although historically the first NGOs had a social base rooted in the idea of a global “social justice”, today they are disconnected from their original social base and connected instead
with the structures of power. This fact has, in short, clear consequences. Firstly, the fight against injustices is channelled through the same system that generates them. Secondly, there is a “recolonisation” (in the opinion of Choudry and Shragge) and an exacerbation of neo-colonialist standpoints in the impoverished countries, where local organisations assume the neoliberal discourse if they want to raise or attract funds from Western organisations, leaving aside any questioning about the logic of the economic, political, sexual and social powers that affect them. Thirdly, there is a fragmentation process of social movements at all levels. As a result, local contestation struggles are not connected with each other, nor with the main global struggles, while the non-profit industrial complex operates globally. In this line, some causes considered fair are defended, while others, more radical, are denied. Therefore, some fragments of the discourses that fight against inequalities and injustices are assumed by the dominant ideology and discourse, while the other parts that may put the system at risk are discarded.

Accordingly, the majority of the civil society actors are embracing the so-called “ideology of pragmatism” (Choudry and Shragge 2011), which, in the end, is a functional attitude where the dominant ideology is not explicitly confronted.

This same pragmatism calls for “social change” in most mainstream documents about development, giving at the same time a static view of social relations, ignoring conflicts or redirecting them to “changes” that do not pose a structural threat. Reports from NGOs or United Nations agencies thus commonly affirm that, if current social trends continue like nowadays, for example, “It will take 104 years for Chad to reduce under-five mortality rate by two-thirds with current tax evasion rates” (Oxfam Intermón 2015, 10). Such an assertion seems to condemn impoverished countries to resignation, unless there is a very unlikely change in the system. A global taxation is claimed by Oxfam as a feasible decision, but we argue it would go against the logic of capital accumulation as would provoke a significant reduction in the rate of profit that would be unbearable for transnational corporations and would never be supported by core states.

The contradictions of development discourse are revealed in the example of eradicating world hunger. It is revealing that the 1974 FAO World Food Conference proclaimed that in ten years no child would starve. The 1996 World Food Summit delayed this goal until 2010 (FAO 1996). And now the SDGs claim there will be “zero hunger” in 2030 (UN 2015b). The reality is that today more than 1.7 billion people suffer from hunger in the world. After all, as Fukuda-Parr (2012, 2) emphasises when talking about the Millennium Development Goals, those should be “understood as a narrative -rather than as a development strategy”.

45
Alternative and critical paths to development: Global justice and capitalism

The main proposition in this article is that development policies are not really fighting against global inequalities and against injustice. Instead, they are an inherent element of the global capitalist system which generates the inequalities they are supposed to alleviate. Through ideology and charity discourse, development policies and institutions impose an idea of justice in which these inequalities and violations of the rights of millions of human beings are not linked with the general functioning of the capitalist system.

Therefore, the question of whether there is any way that development policies may avoid reproducing global poverty and inequalities arises. Given that the research routes exposed in this article have not been exhaustively touched on other studies, there are only a few authors who have ventured to offer answers or alternative research methods.

Post-development studies perhaps offer a more structured critique to development, incorporating a hybrid proposal between Western capitalist Modernity and local knowledge, but is mainly focused on rising above the Modernity paradigm and what it entails, such as economic and cultural colonialism, in search of preserving diverse societies with different discourses and representations, and therefore with different knowledge production centres (Escobar 2005). In practical terms, the concept of “counterwork” is advocated, that is, the resistances posed by a diversity of peoples throughout the world against development, without there being a universal response to development.

Despite incorporating interesting elements, such as the proposal to focus on the struggles of the people and local knowledge to overcome the effects of Western modernity, post-development studies do not offer a clear path of how to do it, how these changes will be achieved at a political or economic level, probably because it is not considered the most important path to take.

Among anti-capitalist positions, Llistar (2009) proposes several measures to try to ensure that development cooperation responds to global problems and the interests of the social majority. In the first place, development aid should be “redefined”, based on a peer-to-peer relations and not donor-recipient, which is the current prevailing logic. Instead, aid would be more effective in financing campaigns of political advocacy and pressure on the causes of poverty, war or ecological damage, always under the excuse of “global justice”. The main actors would be NGOs from the North, which would be at the service of NGOs of the Global South.

As a criticism, it seems obvious to claim that no actor in the non-profit industrial complex would finance political movements whose purpose is to end the capitalist economic and political
regime. Thus, anti-system organisations are unlikely to obtain funds from governments, private foundations, banks or any other actor to explicitly short-circuit the system.

A more structured proposal is made by Maestro and Martínez (2012), who coined the term “anti-system aid”, consisting in the subordination of external needs (production and reproduction of capitalism) to the internal needs of each country. For this to be possible, these authors argue that it would be necessary to generate changes in two areas: in the world-system, in order to abandon the extractive logic of resources from the peripheries to the centre, by “confronting” capitalism and fostering a “solidarity globalisation”; and at the internal level of the countries, advancing towards a social democracy at the service of the working class and keeping the sovereign of their own resources. This ‘anti-system aid’ would have “the same practices”, “as well as necessarily new ones”, to “cut the noose and generate riot conditions” (Maestro and Martínez 2012, 817).

Despite the suggestive idea of “anti-system aid”, this analysis falls into idealism, because if development cooperation is embedded in the capitalist system, this means that there is not an anti-system option. Under the conditions of the capitalist system, another type of cooperation that is more horizontal and based on internal, non-external needs seems unlikely, although the possibility of cooperation among non-capitalist countries would be possible. However, this would not be called “development cooperation”.

In view of what is stated throughout the article, it is not evident that the solutions presented above are realistic, nor that they succeed in attacking the pillars on which global capitalism is based. Most of these alternative proposals are also based on abstractions such as global justice, solidarity globalisation, and the same language is used as in the development studies. In addition, they do not present feasible proposals or concrete actions, which makes difficult to consider these proposals as true alternatives to development and international aid.

There is probably no alternative within the system to the discourse and practices of development because it is an internal characteristic of the capitalist system of Western Modernity. In this sense, neither development cooperation nor its hypothetical alternative alone will put an end to global inequalities. The alternative would probably go through a profound systemic change, that is, an anti-capitalist political proposal (or several proposals, mainly from peripheral states or by subaltern groups), aimed at subverting the current capitalist regime in order to generate real alternatives that overcome the current situation.

Conclusions

Faced with the exhaustion of traditional discussions on development and international aid, this article studied development policies from an alternative and critical point of view, trying
to determine other causes for why development policies exist and how they function. In order to do so, this article conducted a historical, economic and ideological analysis of development policies and aid and situated them as an inherently capitalist and Western phenomenon. The section about the economic dimension of development policies highlighted the role of these policies within the development of the capitalist economic system and situated the non-profit industrial complex as the executing arm of these policies. Public-private alliances, micro-credits, institutional strengthening, aid for trade, gender equality policies (that do not suppose eroding patriarchy), reduction of polluting gases and aid for entrepreneurship are the face of the development coin. The discourse of (sustainable) development, progress, the ethical imperative of help, the fight against injustice without changing the economic base that generates inequalities represent the reverse side.

The charity discourse and the imperative of development, identified as a belief linked to Western Modernity and the idea of progress, are ideological mechanisms that allow the capitalist system to continue accumulating capital on a global scale and generating inequalities while simultaneously selling the idea that actions are being taken against inequalities and injustice. To ensure this process, the executing arm of the charity discourse, the non-profit industrial complex, is indispensable, even in those organisations that seem to do everything possible to put an end to these inequalities.

The current discussions in development studies continue with the eternal debate, the theatre of shadows in which the crucial points that generate inequality and injustices on a global scale are not touched and in which the true interests of these policies are hidden. In this sense, the insights provided in this article are an invitation for future studies and critical actions to examine in greater depth what the general economic trends of development policies are and how to best characterise the charity discourse on which development policies are constructed.
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